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Gibbs accepts post

McKinley resigns
From staff and wire reports
New Mexico Daily Lobo editor
Marcy McKinley, in a Jetter to
Robert Lawrence, Student Publications Board chairman, announced
her resignation effective today, Kelly Gibbs, a senior majoring in journalism, acceded to the post, said
Lawrence, who is also the Journalism department chairman.
Neither McKinley, 28, nor
Gibbs, whose age is unknown,
could be immediately reached for
comment.

McKinley's action apparently
leaves moot efforts by the Student
Coalition Against Racism to remove
her. The coalition had charged
McKinley with neglect of duty, misconduct and mismanagement following the Oct. 13 publication of an
editorial it called racist. But tlte
coalition advised the publications
board Wednesday in a memorandum
tbat publication of a racist editorial
was not sufficient grounds to fire
McKinley.
The coalition admitted its charges

Things getting heated
at UNM's Law Library
Students studying in UNM's Law
Library lately have been sweating,
but not over midterms. Instead the
building has been plagued with
temperatures soaring as high as 85

F.

High temperatures in the Law
Library are being caused by two fac·tors, Ken Shoemaker, head of circulation said. The cooling system
was turned off to meet campus energy conservation guidelines. The system is cut off at a certain date no
THE CONSERVATIVE VOICE OF THE SOUTHWEST:catches matter what the outdoor temperature
the eye of U.S. Sen. Harrison IIJack'' Schmitt, R·N.M., during is, Shoemaker said. Because of recent warm weather, fans which once
his visit to the SUB Wednesday afternoon.
blew cool air into the libeary are now

circulating hot air.
Because building temperature is
controlled by different parts of the
heating system, the dean's office became cold, while the law libary was
overheated, Shoemaker said.
Steam was off all day Tuesday
while maintenance worked on the
main valve that feeds the whole
heating complex.
Dave Gutierrez, lead steam fitter,
said he was unaware of any heating
problems in the libary. He said if any
complaints were made, .they would
concern the cold because the steam
had been turned off,
The Law Building heating system
was remodeled last year at a cost of
$379,000.

Faculty and administration push for
12% increase in salaries and benefits
Kent Kullby

UNM faculty and administration
arc pushing for a 12 percent increase
in salaries and benefits from the
Board of Educational Finance,
which earlier in the year asked state
schools to keep within a budget increase of 5 percent.
"If we want a to have a quality
university, we have to offer comparable wages and benefits," said

prof. Richard King, chairman of the
Budget Review Committe. "Right
now the university is atthe lower end
of the scale compared to other
schools in the Rocky Mountain region.''
The BEF will meet Nov. 3-5 at
New Mexico•Highlands University
in Las Vegas. BEF members will
discuss the final draft of a statewide
funding plan. They will also conduct
hearings on spechil school funding

Russian satellite locates
New Mexico plane crash
WASHINGTON - A Russian
satellite launched as part of an international search and rescue program
has located four accident sites and
has been credited with saving seven
lives so far; the U.S. space agency
reported Wednesday.
The Soviet satellite, designed to
relay radio signals from emergency
beacons to tracking stations,located
two downed aircraft in Canada and
one in New Mexico and guided rescuers to a capsized yacht in the
Atlantic 300 miles east of New England.
The first rescue, reported previously, involved three men whose
plane crashed in British Columbia
Sept. 9. The second rescue came
Sept. 29 when the satellite picked up
a faint radio signal from another
plane downed in Canada. One man
was rescued.
The .satellite also directed rescuers to a plane that crashed in New
Mexico Sept. 30. Both occupants
were killed in that crash, but the

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration said the satellite's
location of the crash site reduced the
time needed for the search operation.
The yacht, a catamaran, capsized
Oct. to. The vessel's emergency
radio signals were heard by the crew
of a commercial airplane and the
Coast Guard was notified.
The Air Force Rescue Coordination Center at Scott Air Force Base,
111., used signals relayed by the
satellite to guide a Coast Guard air·
plane to the scene.
A Coast Guard cutter rescued all
three men from the catamaran less
than 24 hours after the first radio
signal was received.
.
The Soviet Union's satellite, called Cospas, was launched June 30.
The United States plans to launch a
satellite with similar capability in
February.
France and Canada also are participating in the search and rescue
project.

University Architect, Van Dorn
Hooker said he had not heard of any
temperature problems in the Law
Building and added an operational
problem was the physical plant's responsibility. If the problem was with
the heating system, then the contractor would be responsible for fixing
the system at his expense, Hooker
o;aid.

were "technically flawed." After
the charges were dropped, the board
cancelled a meeting it hud scheduled
to consider the allegations.
Gibbs acceded to the editorship
through a clause that was injected
into the vote by the publications
board at the time McKinley was
elected. That clause called for the
board to offer the editorship to the
next highest vote getter.
"I think the action (McKinley's
resignation) is appropriate, especially in view of SCAR's dual recognition of editorial and student freedom
of expression under the First
Amendment." a weary-looking
Lawrence said. ''The entire p;•st two
weeks perhaps have had the healthy
effect of getting the university community to recognize some basic and
very precious privileges that Americans in a free ~ociety enjoy.''
The editorial, which caused the
uproar, discussed comparative
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, and
said the results showed "minorities
arc academically inferior to
whites." It was written by former
managing editor Mark Blazek, who
published an apology the next day
and resigned.
McKinley, who said she had not
reviewed the editorial before its publication, was suspended during a
protest about the article, but was
reinstated the next week pending the
scheduled board meeting.
The coalition memorandum said
an editor of the newspaper ''has the
right to say, write, print or authorize
publication of any material which
the editor chooses, subject only to
the lawful restrictions of the First
Amendment.''
''Lest these charges be interpreted as an infringment on (McKinley's) constitutional privileges, they
should be dismissed," it said.

recommendations.
Recommendations will also be
made to the state legislature on funding levels for schools and school
programs.
The faculty compensation_pack~
age requests an 8 percent increase in
salaries, and increasing .the state's
contribution~ to 15 percent of health
and retirement benefits. Currently,
the state pays 50 percent of health
benefits and 60 percent of retirement
benefits, King said.
Originally, the Budget Review.
Committee requested a 12 pen:.ent.
increase in salaries. However, in
August the Council of Presidents for
the six higher education institutions
in the state, recommended an 8 per:..
cent salary increase and proposed
the 75 percent state share of benefits. King said together the package represents an overall l2 percent
increase in salaries and benefits.
The committee stressed that the
salary and benefits increase in retirement and health be considered as a
package and not individually by the
BEF.
King said that UNM Interim President John Perovich and Provost
McAllister Hull support the package. "We have a very united front
on this issue," he said.
"It's just a matter of convincing
the BEF to carry these concerns to
the legislalllre with their recommendations,~' King said.
However, King said the package
would not put UNM ahead in the
competition to attract excellent
faculty. but simply raise UNM to be THE LEAVES, they are a falling. Now that autumn is oHicially
comparable to salaries and benefits here, the campus is lull of colors and leaves, like these at
offered by other schools.
Hokona Hall.
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Come Meet

The Pre-Med Professions Club
at a special cheese & cold cut buffet
& get together.

6pm Thurs. Oct. 28
in Education Bldg. 101
Speakers Begin at 7pm and feature

Dr. Alonzo Atencio
& Dr. Margaret Garberina
trom UNM School of Medicine
speaking on minority issues and
medical school admissions.

Dr. Lawrence Leyba
on careers in Osteopathic Medicine
Also information on
Armed Forces M~dical Scholarships

FREE!
2 pair of
Tube Socks
with
LEVI'S
on sale now
only $16.99

lobo
men's
shop

2120 Central SE - 243-6954

Protest ends
TEL AVIV, Israel - Hundreds of
El AI workers sprawled over runways and shut down Ben Gurion
Airport for more than 12 hours
Wednesday until they won a government promise to try to save the bankrupt airline from extinction,
The state-run Israel radio said the
workers began leaving the runways
Thursday morning and regular air
service would resume later in the
day.
All flights were cancelled at noon
Wednesday when irate workers,
some cradling their children in their
anns, laid down on the runways,
commandeered three jets then
fought off police water cannons.
The radio said Prime Minister
Menachem Begin personally
ordered government negotiators to
tell union officials he will hold talks
to save the debtridden airline rather
than disband it, as the airline board
of directors decided Sunday.
"We'll sit here and won't move
for a week or even two untH someone from the government comes to
talk with us," one worker said before the occupation ended.
Clutching their children, employees laid down on the runways
while others seized tow trucks, pulled two Boeing 747s and a 707 jets
around the tarmac and set afire piles
of rubber tires.
The workers also turned the
occupation into a mini-holiday,
watching movies in the front section
of one plane's cabin while gleeful
children slid down inflatable escape
chutes hanging from an aircraft's
open doorway, a witness said.
Twelve police officers and workers were wounded and three em-

by United Press International

ployt:!es were arrested, the radio
said.
Security forces, including crack
anti-terrorist border police in an
armored half-track, put up minimal
resistance when the employees
swanned the field, the radio said.
"They are here with women and
children, so we are trying to restrain
ourselves," a police commander
said, Arriving planes were diverted
to another airport in southern Israel.
Israel radio said management and
the powerful Histadrut trade unions
federation would reopen talks on a
new work agreement for the I0year-old state-run airline - wracked by 69 strikes since its founding.

National News
FBI enters CIA case;
autopsy inconclusive
WASHINGTON - The FBI said
Wednesday .it will probe the mysterious death of former CIA employee
Kevin Mulcahy, slated to be a key
government witness against a renegade ex-intelligence agent accused of arming Libyan terrorists.
An autopsy conducted on the 40·
year-old Mulcahy did not immediately pinpoint the cause of his
death at a remote motel cabin in the
Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia.
Further tests, including those for
poison, were ordered.
Mulcahy's body was found Tuesday morning jack-knifed in the cabin
doorway. A window had been shattered by a shotgun.
A spokesman at FBI headquarters
said a preliminary investigation
would be conducted by the bureau's
Richmond, Va., office, and Shenandoah County authorities also said
they would investigate pending a
final autopsy finding.

Mulcahy, a communications ex-

pert who left the CIA in 1968, was
the second potential prosecution
witness to die in the case of Edwin
Wilson, a renegade ex-CIA agent
accused ofwork:ing for Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy. He was scheduled to testify against Wilson next
month.
''This case has certain unusual
aspects to it," said James Beyer,
deputy medical examiner for Northem Virginia District, referring to the
public and legal aspects of the case.

Highly toxic chemical
waste found in Missouri
WASHINGTON- Dioxin. the
most toxic ingredient of the Vietnam-era defoliant Agent Orange. is
believed present in 25 to 50 sites in
Missouri and has been detected in
several locations at levels higher
than at Love Canal.
Another 48 pounds of the substance - believed to be the strongest
potential cancer causer made by
man, and which can be lethal in minute amounts - was hauled across
the state by an oil salvage operator
and is unaccounted for, United Press
International has learned.
A UPI investigation disclosed that
EPA has known since early summer
about a number of the contaminated
sites, including three horse arenas
and a residential area outside Sl.
Louis, but failed to order extensive
sampling until recent weeks.
"Two weeks ago, EPA started a
sampling program in several areas in
Missouri and at this time we arc not
prepared to make any decision on
levels of dioxin," Byron Nelson,
chief EPA spokesman, said late
Tuesday.
EPA officials have told UPI 12
pounds of dioxin were traced to at
least 14 confirmed sites and 41
''potential" sites in Missouri. EPA
sources said dioxin has been confirmed at a number of the "potential" sites, some of which are clustered together and include several
St Louis trucking companies.
Federal and state officials have
yet to account for 48 pounds of the
chemical, which was mixed into
18,500 gallons of waste oil and
hauled around the state by a salvage
operator a decade ago.

•
Evelyn Wood works -over 1 milJion people,
including students, executives, senators, and even
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demonstration will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this year (as well ~how to
increase yo~ speed immediately with some simple
new ·reading techniques).

Chemical "fingerprints"
may help trace poison

HEWLETr·PACKARD SPECIALS
HP·10C Scientific Programmable
HP·llC Advanced Programmable Scientific
HP·12C Advanced Financial Programmable
HP-15C Advanced Programmable with Special Functions

LIST

SALE

$ 80.00

S 69.95
100.00
80.00
150.00
120.00
135.00
101.01
~H~P~·I~6~C<-iP~r~ogr~am~m~ab~le~f~o!.-,r:::,:C~om~pl!!u:!!:te~r..::Sc~·!!;.len~c~e"--------- 150.00
135.00
HP-41C Handheld Computer
250.00 •
187.01
HP·41CV Handheld Computer With 5X Memory_::.o~f.!.H!!-P_-4,_,1c:::C=----~-:;3~2:;5~.0"'0_ _ ~2;,45;;,:·~01
~H~P~·8~2~1~04~A~C~a!!.!rd~re~a~de:gr.,.-,--r,~;-:-------~---- 215.00_----,:1~6~9,:.;.00~
HP·82143A Thermal Printer/Plotter
- j85.00
299.00
HP·82153A Wand Reader
125.00
105.00
HP·IL Interface Module
125.00
105.00
550.00
440.00
HP-8216111 Digital Cassette Drive
HP-82162A 24 chrs. Thi!rmal Printer/Plotter
495.00
396.00
~H~P~-9~7~De~sT~~o~p~F~ul~ly~Pr~o~gr~a~m2m=a~b~le~~~-----~--~7~5~0~.00~--=518~00
HP·8218011 Extended Functions Module
75,00
67.50
;;H~P~-8~2~1=;;;8;:111:;. ..;;E;.::xt;::e:::nd:;::e;d.-iMi.e!::m:!:o:::ry:.::Mci:::pd:;:;u:;:le:=------------;,7&~.iloofl--"'-';6-7~SO
S•le End• iD·30·82
Jlrlcn •ultJecllo chan1• ..tthoul nollce

HOURS:

MON.-FRI. 8:00•5:30
SAT. 0:30•4:30
Mail & P,one Orderl

WOfcome.

401 WYOMING NE• 265•7981
QualitY products lor the World of Science, Engineering 6 Business.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

DENVER- Telitale chemical
"fingerprints" may help investigators trace a deadly mercury compound that critically injured a man
who swallowed three tainted ExtraSttength Excedrin capsules, a
poison expert said Wednesday.
The Food and Drug Administration also said technicians had tested
more than 3,600 bottles of Excedrin
capsules trying to learn whether the
poison was in bottles other than the
one bought by William Sinkovic,
34, of suburban Aurora.
Men·uric chloride was removed
surgically from Sinkovic's stomach
late Tuesday and turned over to Aurora police. His condition improved
from critical to serious Wednesday.
• 'All chemicals have telltale fingerprints in them because different
manufacturers refine them slightly
differently," said Dr. Barry
Rumack, director of the Rocky
Mountain Poison Center.
"It may be possible to tell exactly
which company made the mercuric
chloride and from there to trace it to
where it was sold and then perhaps to
whomever purchased it and used
it," he said. "Of course, if it was
stolen, that may make that impossible."
Bristol Myers recalled Excedrirt
capsules from Colorado and parts of
Wyoming. Colorado's three largest
supermarket chains removed the
product from their shelves, and 7Eieven stores look Excedrin and all
other capsules not packaged in tam·
per-proof containers from their
shelves in Colorado, Utah and New
Mexico.

It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it.

Schedule·of,. .FRE·E. LESSONS
TODAY OCT. 28 3:30pm 6:30pm
(GEOLOGY BLDG., RM. 223)
Friday Oct. 29 Noon 2:30pm 5:00pm
(Mechanical Engineering Bldg., Rm. 208)
Saturday Oct. 30 IO:OOam 12:30pm
(Mitchell Hall, Rm. 2ll)

LOCATION;
UNM Campus
See schedule
at right for
buildings,
rooms and times.

FINAL 3 DAYS!

me a
•

SEATING IS
LIMITED, SO
PLEASE PLAN
ON ATTENDING THE
EARLIEST POSSIBLE
LESSON!

EVELYN WOOO READING DYNAMICS/A UAS COMMNV
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DOONESBURV
by Garry Trudeau

All Rights Reserved
Racist slurs not an isolated incident
article are not an isolated inci·
dent. Standardized tests such as
the SAT support cultural
assumptions based on underlying economic factors. Statistical measures found in standar·
dized testing were developed
just as immigration legislation
for sorting and selecting purposes.
Children identified from the
standardized tests as possessing
"limited abilitiy" were tracked
into lower track programs in speHenry Goddard, for example, cial education, remedial, and
administered the Binet test at compensatory education. Most
Ellis Island in 1912. Perrone re- of these children came from low
ports that Goddard's results· socio-economic backgrounds,
judged 83 percent of Jews, 80 primarily from minority groups.
percent of Hungarians, 79 preThe danger of these tests was
cent of Italians, and 87 percent of and is that they can be interRussians as feeble-minded (Vito preted narrowly and the results
Perrone, "The Abuses of Stan· attributed to inherent racial qualdardized Testing," Phi Delta Kap- ities, not taking into considerapa, 1977).
tion socio-economic and cultuCurrently, the United States ral-linguistic factors. One of the
faces a similar economic situa- developers of the Stanford-Binet
tion and targeted in this are test commented on those with 10
minorities and immigrants, scores in the 70·80 range as follows:
especially Latinos from Mexico,
Such intellectual deficiencies
and Central and Latin America.
Current proposed legislation on are very common among Spanimmigration by reducing family ish-Indian and Mexican families
reunification and at the same in the Southwest and also
time increasing the numbers of among Negroes. Their dullness
temporary workers who will seems to be racial; or at least
satisfy the need of exploitative inherent in the family stocks
big businesses for low-paid from which they come ... Chi!·
workers. One imposed condition dren from this group should be
is an English-language require· segregated in special classes·
... They cannot master abstrac·
ment.
tion, but thev can often be made
The parallel between the two into efficient workers . . , from a
periods is significant to point out eugenic point of view they conthat the racist slurs in the Lobo stitute a grave problem because
Standardized testing has its
historical beginnings at the turn
of last century, a time of rapid
economic change and influx of
immigrants from southern and
eastern Europe. Those who had
interests in developing standardized intelligence and achieve·
men! tests were active in political
efforts to stem the flow of the
"inferior" southern and eastern
Europeans entering the U.S. as
immigrants.

of their unusually prolific breed·
in g. (Vito Perrone, p. ·13). Em ph·
asis a.dded.
Children in the Southwest
were segregated and taught in
inferior schools or placed in the
straight-jacket of English·
speaking schools where native
languages were foroidden and
children were punished and
humiliated for speaking their
mother tongue. For the nativeborn Chicano, native American,
Mexican national immigrant and
migrant children there was no
form of escape and no compromise short of cultural and racial genocide and expolitation in
the labor force.
The 1960s and '70s bilingual
education and civil rights leg isla·
lion mandated progressive policies that attempted to eliminate
segregation and English-only
schools. This progressive legislation has come under vicious
attack by the Reagan administration and may soon be killed ifthe
public does not demand that
these policies continue to maintain native languages and cultures.
This brings us to an important
issue in the SAT and other standardized tests, that of language
proficiency. Schools stress ver·
bal learning, knowledge that is
expressiole in words and
through the language used in the
schools. Veroal knowledge can·
not be conveyed to linguistic
minorities through English-only
programs or through programs
that emphasize "learn English
quick.''

Better paper
needs interests
Editor:
As a Chicano and in my capac·
ity as instructor of "Introduction
to Chicano Thought" for the Phi·
losophy Department, I have a
deep personal commitment to
opposing discrimination both on
a personal and institutional level.
From this perspective, I oppose
the Publication Board's suspen·
sion of Marcy McKinley and also
the proposed penality of dismis-

Old Cliches
resurface

So that we not think for one
minute that the racist slurs in the
Lobo are an isolated incident, we
should recall th.e closing of
neighborhood schools in the
bilingual community of Albuquerque, the Larrazolo School in·
the South Valley. Minorities are
the ones suffering most from the
current economic crisis and
cultural genocide will continue
as schools close and demands
are ignored. Problems of
academic achievement will be
blamed on minorities who more
and more will be labelled and excluded from social services.
The SAT is a college entrance
exam and reflects the entire educational history of minority children who are not academically
inferior to whites, but instead
who have continued to suffer
assimilationist policies. It is not
inherent ethnic and racial factors
that are responsible for the proportion of scholastic aptitude of
minorities but consequences of
those same assimilationist, racial attitudes in a class society
that needs a large pool of exploitable labor.
The dominant class feats that
minorities will begin to see
themselves as fully human and
as a self-determining class who
demands thattheirhuman needs
be met. The protestors of the
Lobo racist slurs were not an
angry mob, but representatives
of all people who have a right to
self-determination through
whatever means are necessary.

Editor:
The stir over the response of
the UNM community to the Lobo
editorial that "minorities are
academically inferior to whites"
has resuscitated a number of old
.cliches - - mob rule, Kangaroo
court and freedom of the press.
Actions taken in the occupation
of the Lobo offices, suspension
of Marcy McKinley (recently rein·
stated) and formal charges
against McKinley are preceived
as an attack on the First Amend·
ment of the Constitution.
Freedom ofthe press is not the
issue. The real matter of subst·
ance is the policy of racism sur·
facing in the STUDENT news·
paper of the University of New
Mexico. The editorial in question
climaxed numerous recent instances where minorities have
been portrayed disparagingly, or
have been victims of slanderous
news reporting. This manifest
policy of racism implemented by
the current editor of the Lobo is
what is being challenged; not
freedom of the press.
Since the Lobo is supported
through state appropriations
and student fees, the citizenry
and students have a responsibil·
ity not only to question where
their monies are used but for
what puposes. In essence, they
form the "investors," and just
like a stockholder of an enter·
prise should effect policy and
necessary changes.
The people are not censoring
the Lobo, but are demanding
that an equitable policy be im·
plemented under a new editor.
This individual's disposition
should not be racially motivated
but be willing to take a compe·
tent role in safeguarding the
objective of the Lobo-- a
learning tool for students. The
battleground is here at UNM. If
we lose every university newspaper across the nation has an
open license to slander any
group and then hide behind the
cloak of freedom of the press. A
stand must be taken to exonerate
the Lobo, the University, the stu·
dent body and the citizenry of
New Mexico.

Secundino Guzman

Letters

t:R, .. SO 7lJ

sal from her post as editor. While
I agree that the Blazek editorial
was poorly conceived and con·
structed, this in itself doesn't
show McKinley, or Blazek, him·
self, for that matter, holds racist
views. But more to the point, her
dismissal would amount to an
ominous restriction on freedom
of speech, which minorities
themselves should be even more
interested than the majority in
defending. The real reason for
seeking the dismissal is not mismanagement at all but anger
over what the editorial said.
(Perhaps ultimately the anger
stems from the educational policies which create the low minority test scores in the first place.)

I think I can add some relevant
comments regarding Marcy
McKinley's attitudes toward
minorities. Both of us worked on
a project which would have
opened up space in the Lobo for
articles in Spanish from inmates
at the Penitentiary of New Mex·
ico. I've never heard of a similar
offer from the editors of other
publications. This is not the sort
of project one would expect a
"racist" editor to support. If she
erred on the occasion of the
Blazek article, she's also shown
support for minorities on other
occasions (the project has not
materialized to this point simply
because the inmates haven't
submitted any articles).

If you must appease the mob
which hovered over the Publication Board meeting and influenced the suspension decision,
why not consider putting her on
some sort of ''probation" and
look closely at the policies of the
Lobo, especially where minorities are concerned? Even this
puts too much restriction on
freedom of speech. More fruitful
for the future will be a continuing
interest intheLobo on the part of
the minorities. This may just result in a better paper, something
which all of us would welcome.
It's also something we should
have been doing all along.
John M. Trujillo

Letters

Ray Burrola
NEW MEXICO
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Senators needed
with heart
Editor:
We have heard a lot about
ASUNM this semester. Most of it
has been negative and nearly all

of it is valid. Time and again they
have shown us how a group
which has been elected to serve
the student interest can abuse
the responsibility and act in the
narrow self-interest.of its own lit·
tie inner circle. What they have
done in only two short semesters
is truly amazing:
They have used extreme measures to put down criticism. Lobo
reporters investigating possible
misuse of student funds last
semester were not allowed to the
the public files pertaining them.
A student organization working
toward a new, fairer election process had its funds frozen for two
weeks. Both situations were re·
versed only by the Intervention
of the vice-president of student
affairs. What kind of government
is that which tries to control dis·
sent?
They have shown a lar.k of in·
teres! and respect for the opin·
ions of other students. The inci·
dent last month when they re·
convened a meeting after a
member had left so that he
wouldn't be allowed to oppose
them is one instance. Also the
writing of the new election
code-- which was of great in·
terest to many students last
semester-- was completed
recently without any general student input allowed at any stage.
They have not respected
established processes but have
chosen to manipulate them inappropriately. Marcy McKinley,
who had never had a journalism
course and who had never work·
ed for a daily newspaper before
would probably not have been
chosen editor last semester had
not ASUNM lobbied hard for her
before the Pub Board, because
they felt the other candidate
wouldn't write favorably about
them. Also, defying ali order by
the Student Court and a request
by the UNM president, they re·
fused to meet to set up a new
election last April, because they
were afraid that their friends
would not win the second time
around.
The only solution I can see is to •
replace the people guilty of these
things (not all senators are) with
people who trl!IY have student's
interest at heart and can think
and act for themselves. Yet as of
2 p.m. Wednesday, only 14 pea·
pie had taken out nomination
papers for the 12 senate seats
coming up in November, and
some of those on the list were
pan of the same clique.
So if you like a student government at UNM that we don't have
to feel embarassed about, go
and take out nomination papers
in the SUB today (deadline is
Monday, Nov. 11.

Free Picture with purchase of
5 Piece Living Room Set
Sale Price 5399.

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

Dennis Pohlman

Roportar., •....••••••.••••• ~.Ramona Nye
l:ntortalnmont Reporter •••••• Johanna t<:lng

Dato ~ntry ..... : • ........... , Stacy Green
ConttJbutmg Ed1tor ••..•••.•• Rick Berthold
Dusrness Manngor •
Michael Ford
Advortfsfng M11nager, ••••• ,, James Fisher

Lottors Submlo!lon Pollcv

•••

~otters_ to the odltor must be

$92.95

266-7709

One Week Only Expires 10-31·82

RepOrter...................... Ken! Kullby

,

$115.00

(across from UNM)

L-----------~~~~~~--~--------~-

••••••

TI-58C

111 Harvard SE

Asslstanl Sports Editor ••••• George Chavez

T

Texas Instruments

General Stores

Mon • Fri 9om • Bpm liar 9am • 6pm Sun 12pm ·Spm

••• , . . . . . . .

Now
$56.95
$73.95
$90,00
$65.00
$90.00

Halloween Is
This Weekend

This coupon good for

Nob Hill Corner of Central & Carlisle

n

HP-32E
HP-33C
HP-34C
HP-37E
HP-38C

Was
$65.00
$110.00
$150.00
$90.00
$150.00

Margaret Robertson

Soles and Rental
3500 Central, SE

~port(i EditOr ... ~.· .... ,, ....... Stove King

Ro~orter....

Hewlett Packard

r---------------~---~--------ALDUQUERQUE .DISCOUNT FURNITURE

Assistant PhOto Editor.• ~ •• , Jeff Alexander

Night Editor .. , ........ _Penelope Wronski
Editorial Page Editor ..••••.. Robert Wood

Editor:
It was absolutely disgusting to
read the editorial on the Child
Care Co-Op. Obviously with no
kids of his own, obviously with
no knowledge of what kids are
besides "kids" (they are people),
and obviously with no know·
ledge of what the Child Co-Op is
about (I bet he's never been
there) this Turkey was given the
audacious right to annoy Lobo
readers with a blundering, asi·
nine, neurotic ten-year-long stu·
dent's complaint. I suggest that
the ''editorial writer" get out of
school and have some kids and
doesn't come begging the Co-Op
to take them off his hands and
train them for him, to be some·
thing beside extensions of his
very small ego.

Maureen E. Hickey

Layout Editor , •••••.•..•••..• Mitch Konkle
Graphic Artist .. , ......... Priscilla Gonz6lez
Photo Ecflior., ...... ,., .••.• Joe Cavaretta

M• Editor.... , .............. Eiidie Tafoya

UNM Bookstore
Calculator
Price Reduction

Writer needs
some kids

typed, dou~

blo·spaccd aNd ho h1oro than 100 words. All
mailod·l~ letters tnu$t bs stgned by the au ..
thor and Include sddrEJss and telephone
~umber. No nan1os w!H be withheld. The
Daily Lobo -does not guaran1ce publieatton
at'id will Odit lettoi"s for length and libelous
content.

•

8117 Menaul NE
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Vote Tuesday

~

ASUNM Voter Registration Committee

~
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Thursday/Friday's Feature

Eraserhead
7:00, 9:30
---------~-·~-------

SUB Theatre • SUB/LQwer Level/South Entrance
Undergraduates $2.00 Graduates/Non-students $2.50

Poll Workers Needed
for the
ASUNM Senate Election on
November 10, 1982.
Must be an undergraduate at UNM.
Apply in person at Suite 242 in the
Student Union Building or call
277-5528 for more information.

U.S. Rep. Manuel Lujan (R·

:. N .M ·) told ASUNM senators

:.
!:j
Jilt.'-''''''''''''"""'""'"""'-~

__ A~U-~.M Film Committee presents

Stephanie Dominguez

Wednesday night that the university

should ''have the reputation of being
the foremost university in the entire
country'' in technological educalion.
Rep. Lujan said there should be
more cooperation between UNM
and the national laboratories, such
as Sandia National Laboratory, to
impwve the university's technological programs.
An appropriations bill has been
approved by Congress permitting
those veterans who were unable tt)
receive Pell Grants earlier this year
because of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act, to receive the same amount
of Pell money in 1982 und 1983 as
they received last year. he said. The
bill, passed into law when the Congress overrode a presidential veto,
was part of the recent supplemental
Appropriations Act.
Lujan said there will also be a
two-year increase in the amount of
federal money budgeted for the Student Loan Program. He said $2.5
billion was alloted this year, $3.1
billion and $3.9 billion will be
alloted in 1983 and 1984 respectively.
In other business, ASUNM President Micheal Gallegos said the SUB
Theatre is undergoing evaluation be·
cause of low attendance. "I am not
going to allow the Film Committee
to go into deficit like the Popular 1
Entct1ainmenl Committee did last
year," Gallegos said.
The Film Committee is budgeted
$10,402 this year, $850 less than the
previous year. Gallegos said results
would be available today comparing

this and last year's attendance fi.
gures. Those figures will be corn·
pared to attendance figures of
theatres in university area, he added.·
The senate approved the appoint·
ment of Drew Prentice as this semes·
ter's election commission chairman.
Gallegos said he appointed Pre-

P~ge

7. New Mexico Daily Lobo, October 21!, 1982

ntice because of his experience with
the election process as a former
ASUNM senator.
"Dr~w did not seem to be politically connected to anyone," Gallegos said. "!liked his stand that voting infonnation stay consistent."

U.S. REP. Manuel Lujan ·rR-N.M.J tells an ASUNM senate
meeting that he will not support further cuts in federal financial aid programs.

Campus police begin to
catch up with violators
Marie Sanchez
Although parking compliance is
better this year than any other year.
approximately 580 students may be
fnccd with wan·ants as the police be-

gin a crackdown on outstanding
p<~rking tickets, said Barry Cox~
campus police director.
City police have all ready begun
knocking on doors and serving warqnts throughout Albuquerque.
"We have a different procedure
than the city police," Cox said.
"We first make contact by telephone, and only arrest people as a
last resort."
Cox said the utilization of parking
spaces is high, adding that all the
free Jots arc being used to their maximum capacity.

Announcemenr$ fn Lip Service will be run the day

bP/ore tile event and the day Qj Ihe event on a sp(lce
ami/able basis. Lip Sen•ice is available lo all UNM
non·profit organl;:;atfons. Forms for Lip Servlr:e con
be picked up in Marron Hofl. room /J8 and mUst be
turtted in by 2 p.m. the day prior to pub/italian.

Today's Events
,.The Job Search: Srlllng lhe Product-You!'' will
be hdd from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. today in CareerSCt·
vices, Mesa Vista Hall; 2131.

A Smoldng Cessadon Workshop will be held rrom
7 p.m. lo 9 p.m. today jn Ihe Student Health Center.
Registration is required,
The Dtparcmenl_ of Chemistry Colloquium will
present Professor P. W. Jenninp, Montana State
Universily, who will speak on "Transition Metal
Reactions with Small Carbacydcs 11 at4 p.fl'l. today in
the Chemistry Building, room 166.
SOl.AS, Student Organizalion (or Latin American
Studies, will have a brown·bag lunchctm·business
meeting nt 11:30 a.m. today at the Latin American

lnstiti.Itc, 801 Yale NE.

Friday,s Events
The UNM ballroom Dance Club wilt have a
m~squc~de dnnce from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Fnday m the SUB, downstairs. $.25 di.~counl ir in
tostumc. Mini-lesson this week istheTeton Stomp.

,An Orlentatlnn I~ Career Planning and Jllu::emfnt
w1ll held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Frida}' in career
Strvu:es, Mesa Vi_sta Hall, 2131.

?e

The Department or Chemt~try Colloquium wilt
prcsen!_ Dr. Don Grey, University of Texas· Dallas,
who Will speak on "Neutron ScalteringStudies of rd
P~azc _DNA-Gene. S Protein Comple"-'' at 3 p.m.
Fndaym theChemmtyBuilding, room 101.
Phi Slama Tau, tl1e Philosophy Club, will feature
Dr. Hanna Dll~7.}'nska•Garewicz. _ from UNM's
t?eparl?,te~L of Philosophy, who will pi'e_sent a paper

tillc~ . S1gn and Dialogue: On Links Between
ScmJO!ICS and ~ermeneutics" at 3:30 p.m. Friday in

the Ph1fosophy library. Refreshments will be served at
3 p.m. in the Philosophy lounge.
.The Chemkal and Nu<'lear Engineering Seminar

wdl present Dt. ltohert Long. Vicepresident of
Quahly AssUrilnce _OPU Nuclear, who will speak on
ucurren.t Status. of Three Mire Island" at 3 p.m.
Friday_ m Farns Engineering Eenter room 3SS
Rerreshmentswill be served at2:30 p.m.'
'

"People are finally becoming
aware that the lots exist," Cox said,
The number of tickets being issued
can be attributed to the Jack of park·
in~ spaces available on campus, he
smd.
A $54,000 proposal has just been
approved for extension of the park"
ing Jot on the north side of KNME
television station on north campus.
Cox said the extended parking lot
would be mainly used by UNM's
Child Care Co-op center being built
there.
Additional parking space will be
made available in 1983 and in 1984,
the Five Year .Facilities Master Plan
reports. One of two multi-level
parking structures will be located
near the computer center and the
other in the general area of the hospital to alleviate the parking strain
there,

THE EIGER IN WINTER
"; combined historical and modern day
sltde show by Colorado mountain guides
Harry Kent and Kieth Lober, who in March
of 1982 successfully made the first
American winter ascent of the North Wall.

ADMISSION: $1.00 per person
Thursday, October 28th, 7:30 pm
UNM Geology Lecture Hall
(Northrup Hall)
Co-sponsored by the UNM Chapter, Albuq.
Mountain Rescue Council

ARE YOUR CAREER GOALS
COMPATIBLE WITH
YOUR PERSONALITY
• learn the career fields that best suit your ~rsonal[ty,
• Direct your academic efforts efficiently
• Prepare for the career offering greatest seif:gratification
• Avoid time-wasting attempts to become what you are not
• Learn the personai!!Y-, traits to work on to achieve your goals
By companng your personality profile With the personality proftl~s of
~hous<~nds of surcesslur men and women 1n a vanety of career fields.
ERSONAMETRIX can determtne the extent to WhiCh your personality 11

su1ted for a speCifiC career
S~mply complete our 60·m1nute selHtdmtMtered personality mvenrory '"
t e pnvacy of your Home and return tt to us. We wtll assess your persond
data professronally and return a comprehensive report descnb1ng yow
fersonality proftle and th~ extent to whtch your proftle resembles the pro
rles of those who have ach1evea success tn career f1elds that 1nterest you
Send your name, address and 525.00 Jcheck or money orderf to:

PERSONAMETRIX
9171 Wilshire !livd., SUite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

TWO GRAND
PRIZE WINNERS
WILL BE
SCHLITZ'S GUESTS
IN TORONTO
FOR THE LAST
PERFORMANCE OF
THE WHO'S 1982
NORTH AMERICAN TOUR.
This may be ~r last chance to see in
person one Of the wolid's great rock
legelids. Be there.

' • 50 First Prize
Winners receive a
Koss Music Box
personal portable
cassette player
with a cassette of
"It's Hard," THE
WHO's latest
release.
'' , I~
• 500 Second Prize
r--• ~1-I""'R"",..,!... Winners receive THE WHO's latest
. album, "It's Hard; plus a Schlitz/WHO
tour T-shirt.

Schlitz will send 2 winning couples (winner plus
a friend) to Toronto. You'll receive airfare, hotel
accommodations in Toronto for 2 nights, tickets
to THE WHO concert, dinner both nights in
superb Toronto restaurants, a souvenir album,
limousine service to and from the concert and spending money.
"THE WHO" 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAI<ES OI'FICIAL RULES, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

1. To enter, hand print your name and add tess on tlie oH1cra.l entry form or on a ::r x_s·: piece of paper and ma1l to
THE WHO 1982 Tour Sweepstakes. PO. Sox 4290, Libertyville, Illinois 60048 ENTRIES MUSi BE RECEIVEO BY
NOVEMBER 30, 1982
•
2. No purc:hase reqwred. Enter as often as you W1sh. bui ei:H:h entry must be mailed separately_
3. Wmnerswrll be selected ih a tandotn~rawingconducted_byH- Olsen& Co .• art ltldependentJudgingorgamzatiOn.
whosedecis1onswill befin~l. GrandprtzcwinnerSWIII be nottf•ed by December 10th, all others will be notrf•ed by
January3l. 1983 All552pntes, worth apprlmmately$16,000.00. Will be•w.arded.Lun11 one 111 pmeperhouschold.
Odds ofwinntrtg determtned by the number of qualtfiad entries received
4. _S~eeps_t~kes l11n1ted_to. tE!slctcnts.t?(th_e USA,_e)(eept employee~ and their 1mm~diate fan1tltes of Stroh Bre~ery
Co., tts affdtated compantes. advett1~mtg and promottoMI.~genct.es. and H Olsen & Co. olhersup~.1Jers, .and
whol.esale and retatl afcohohc beverage licensees and_t_hetr f?mJIIes. S~eepstakes vo•d whete ptohrb•ted or
restrtCted by ~aw. Entra.nts ~ust ~e of legal dnnkmg age tn thetr state of restdcnce ot ttme of en tty Any taxes ate the
sole responsthtllty of the pn.le wmners
5. All entries become the property of the Stroh BrewetyCo .• and none Wtll be returued Wmnms Wtll he-nottfled by
mail. No substitutitiri ofpnzes. Taxes.on prttes ate the rcsponsrbthly of the wmners.
6. Thegeogtaphi~ a tea coveted by THE WHO 1982 TourSweepstake.s IS n~t!orWo~tde With arproxut1ately 5.000 tett'UI
outlets pattlcipahntJ For a ltst nrGrand_and Fust Pntc wmncrs avarla.ble after January 3 . 1983, sond a se11aralE!
self·addressed stamped envelope to "THE WH0"1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS LIST. PO Box4290,
Llbcrtyvlilc.lllino's 60048

'
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Schlitz is back with the taste that's rocking
America. Try the dean refreshing taste of

Schlitz ... or pour yourself the new Schlitz
Light, brewed light to stay light all night long.

®
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I THE WHO 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES
I Box4290
I Libertyville, IL 60048
I
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Name

--~··--

I Address-~-.

jp!.:1<1e pr1ntj

_______.

1

CitY-~-~-· _

I

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 30th, 1982
TO BE ELIGIBLE.

I Zip._.~----

__

State~--~·-· -·- .

PhoneNo._~_

--.--~-~

1

1
743

I
I
I

L-------------· ____. __ J
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';(';Hlltl nR£WlNcl \.OMPANY MIL WAUKtf Wl
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DENTAL PROGRAMS

U NM

Now Open
Emergency Dental Clinic
Emergency Care Only
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9am - 11 am

Students $2.50 Faculty and Staff $5.00
Novitsky Hall East Wing Clinic Entrance 277-4106
Walk-ins Welcome
Afte~ Hours Call Albuquerque DisVict Dental Society
268-0545
Charges May Vary
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Cuisine

SPECIAL
s LUNCH

N Mon.-Fri.

D
I
N

N
E
R

w

$12.95 ONLY

Struggle with bottle over
as Jerry Jeff gets set for Kimo

Disappointing crowds view SUB films

Halloween. Kimo theater. The
setting itself is suggestive of the
occasion. So is the artist. Halloween. Ghosts from the past.
I took myself, for a strong and
loving sort ...

292-7790 0
DINNER P

Till I found myself face down on a

Sun,-Thu, N
5:30-10:00 s
Fri.-Sat. U
.N

Cl)•ing, God, What have they done
with me ...

This Offer Good Till
INCLUDES
Nov. 30, 1982 F
0
Appetizer -- Papar & Samosa
R
Main ·- Lamb Curry & Potato,

Green Peas and Cheese
Dessert -- Barfi & Gulab Jammun

D
I
N
N
E
R

11048 Montgomery, N.E.
(at Juan Tabo)

GIVES YOU WHAT
A CLOCK CAN'T

MORE

AVAILABLE TIME!
• Can Increase reading speed 2·7 times
according to dlrtlcully of materials.
• Retain and recall more of what you've read.
• Now Improved Speed Reading course designed for
today's students, profes~lonals and business persons.

~-H.

Arts

5:30~9:00 E

DIWALI

u 11:30-2:30

F
0
R

N
0

INDIA
KITCHEN
Anthentlc East Indian

Arts

SPEND

TIME
TO SAVE

TIME!

C1U D1~s, Evenln1s arWtoklnds
for D1t1lls

127 Jefferson N.E.
265-2524
Stanley H. Kaplan B18a/dhrotJgh In Rapid Reading

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1838

bar room floor,

Midnite madness at our preview

Monster Sale
Thursday October 28

Despite a large increase in film
showings, the Student Union Theater has suffered a drastic drop in
attendance from last year.
Michael Aldns, accountant for the
New Mexico Union, said a study
done for the office of Clifford Holt,
director of the Union, shows an
attendance loss of more than 40 percent between a month of showings

He and David Bromberg hit the big
time in 1968 with Mr. Bojangles.
The pair all but disappeared after
that. They spent most of their time
playing in and around San Francisco. But they soon parted ways;
Bromberg with a bluegrass and jazz
ensemble that made gave him a respectable cult following, and Jerry
Jeff to Austin, where he discovered
he perfectly fit the outlaw mold that
Austinites clamored for.
Well, as is often said of such
things, the rest is history. Commercial success commiserited with personal problems. After several chartbusting albums, Jerry Jeff disapperared again. From 1973 to 78, Jerry

Jeff released an album every year. In
I 978, he released his last record until '81. During the dry spell, MCA
released a greatest hits album, but it
didn't require any writing or studio
work by Jerry Jeff.
Jerry Jeff is back. So far, it's been
difficult, but fairly succesful. Some
of the old fans bitched about the
famous whiskey voice being gone,
but most of the Jerry Jeff followers
are still around. He still commands
decent-sized crowds when he plays.
And a good crowd should be on
hand for both of Jerry Jeff's Halloween parties at the Kimo Thursday
night. One starts at 7:30, and the
other at 10;30.

Prof. wins Biennial Award
The Southwestern Library Association has selected a book by a University of New Mexico professor
and dean emeritus as the winner of
the 1982 Biennial Award.
''Hispanic Folk Music of New
Mexico and the Southwest" by Professor Emeritus John D. Robb was
chosen from the library of the University of Texas for the prestigious
honor.
The book contains 900 pages and
600 melodies collected during the
last 40 years. The book was published by the University of Oklahoma Press in 1980.

The John D. Robb Archive of
Southwestern Music in the UNM
Fine Arts Library contains approximately 3,000 songs. in one series
and an additiional I ,000 songs in a
second series. Robb says that when
all the recording is completed, including recordings of the songs in
his award-winning book, the collection will hold more than 4,000 songs
from the Southwest, South America
and other locations.
The former dean of the UNM College of Fine Arts will travel to
Pheonix next month to accept the
award.

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

An exhibition of "Drawings by
Ten New Mexico Architects" will
be presented at the UNM Art
Museum November 6 through December 30.
The drawings by contemperary
architects, for actual and projected
projects, demonstrate a variety of
attitudes about drawing and diverse
graphic techniques. They range
from rapidly executed sketches
which block out space and mass relationships to more precise, measured renderings specifying forms
and details. Some of the designs are
visualized through plans, sections,
and elevations or axonometric drawings. Pencil, charcoal, ink, magic
marker, watercolor and collage are
among the techniques used.
The exhibition includes over 75
drawings for 40 projects by
architects Donald Schlegel, John
Gaw Mccm, Robert Peters, John
McHugh, Hal Dean, Patrick
McClernon, Antoine Predock,
Robert Walters, George Pearl and
Bart Prince. Most are for projects in
New Mexico.
The tradition of architectural
drawing dates back to the Renaissance when the architect as designer
was frist distinguished fron the
architect as builder. At this time,
architects began to execute drawing
both to formulate their ideas and to
guide craftsmen in the construction
of these ideas.
While all the drawings in this exhibition have a basis in the practical
and functional concerns of
architecture, many are at the same
time unhampered by the requirements of the physical world. More
than just representations of structures to be built, many of the drawings are "diaries" of the creative
process, showing the development
of architectural ideas.

Double Coupon Nite

Cheap Cheap
. '
.
from $2.98
Attaches, T -Shirts, Supply & Gift Bargains

UNM Bookstore

---------------------------------$1.00 credit
~with purchase of $10.00
sale merchandise only

void after Friday, November 5, 1982

UN M Bookstore Sale Coupon

ASUNM President Michael Gallegos said attendance had dropped
due to the "shrinking entertainment
dollar," held by students. He also
said selection of films for this fall
were made late in the summer, immediately after the beginning of his
administration,

Down is nature's lightest insulator.
See our full line of outdoor clothing
at New Mexico's complete backpacking/
mountaineering shop,

''We had to make the first film
selections very quickly if we wanted
to begin the film schedule on time,''
Gallegos said, ''I have final authority over all the films selected. But,
the film committee tried to work
within a guideline I gave to them to
select different kinds of films," Gallegos said.

The exhibition is supported in part
by the Albuquerque Chapter of the
AlA.
A portion of the Museum's general operating funds for this fiscal year
was provided by a General Operating Support Grant from the Institute
of Museum Services, a federal agency that admisters to the museums.

~

~~..,

~~~~~.

Gallegos said he has heard some
criticism because of the many commercially popular films selected by
the committee to be shown this
semester. He said the film committee had included a regular schedule
of foriegn and "art" films.

The museum hours arc 10 a.m. to
5 p.m., Tuesday through Friday and
1 to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Ylllderness
Centre
2421 San Pedro NE • 884·5113

To Enter: Use Official Form and Call Toll Free 800-223-11n*
for Questions about Cuervo Tequila. Answers appear on bottle back label.
•rn New York Stale 800·442-3550.

Free $1 Credit

Books & Records

has recorded $3' 153 for the same
month.
The Film Committee recently
cancelled weekday matinees due to
poor attendance. The committee had
iniated the weekday matinees at the
beginning of the semester.

•

Look for coupons in the Daily Lobo,
they're worth double at Sneak Preview Nite.

for customers in costume

last year and a month this year.
"I took records from the first
school day showing in August to
September 25, I 98! and approximately the same period this year. In
the 1981 month, attendance was
3,063. In the month of 1982, attendance was l ,592," Akins said.
For the month of attendance used
in Akins' study, last year's film
committee turned in $4,378 in gross
receipts. The ASUNM committee

Art Museum to display
Architectural drawings

I dare not drink backslider's wine no
more .....
Austin Tex.,l974. The place is
the Armadillo World Hcadquatcrs.
The beer garden is full of people who
shelled out two bucks to hear Jerry
Jeff Walker. He was ridin' high, He
came out and staggered around a little bit before he fell into the drum
kit. Well, show's over folks. That's
the man you came to see.
1982. The Armadillo's been torn
down. There's a Marriot Hotel in its
place, Willie and Waylon arc
famous. Steve Fromholz has religion. Dave Bromberg got tired and
quit. Jerry Jeff got sober.
All the hippies in Austin had to
grow up sometime. A lot of them
went to Santa f'e. Its been a long
road from Oneota, N.Y. to the Arizona State Fairgrounds.
Jerry Jeff Walker, the man who
made the Austcx sound a commercialy viable entity to the music industry with such hits as London
Homesick Blues, and Mr. Bojangles, will give two shows Thursday
night in Albuquerque.
Jerry Jeff's struggle with the bottle was almost as difficult as his
struggle within the music industry.

Wren Propp

IT'S TIME TO PARTY
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Mixmakea
great Russian

cat-and Prize: Prlvafe jet transportation to and from any
conHnental U.S.A destination for 6 people. Includes
lodging. food and $2,500 expense money.
10 2ild Jlrlrel: 3·plece sets of Harlniann luggage.
100 3rd Prizes: Designer one-piece ·cuetvo Party Line•
telephones.
200 4HI Jlrlrel: Dllffle-style tote bogs.
1,000 SHI Prizes: Leather luggage togs,wlth gold Cuetvo
imprint.
NO~~.
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Jooe Cuervo Tequlkl Re,...,d Otter
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JOSE CUERVO® TEQUilA OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

P.O.Iklll24. NoW VOlt<. NIWYOII! 10048
Eoch tn11y must bo molltd "PProltlv and no -.onttol~ ~ """'" wttl bo OCC8I>Itd.
ll1-mu>lbo-byllambot31. 1982
I
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JOSE CUERVO TEQOIIA SWEEPSTAKES Of FlOW. RULES.

Margarita.

The label tells how
to acid tequila to
~~~~·~?.g
make a
~·
·
Margarita.
Instead,
vodka
and you have
a delicious
Russian
Margarita.

r-------------------------------------,

I $1.00 REFUND ON JOSE CUERVO TEQUILA
I size
To recetve your $1.00 reiund on 11\9 pUrchase of ony 750 .tnt litre ot1.75lltre
boffle ol .lo56 C\JeiVO Teauito.
soot< o" neck lObei; enclose wltt1

Here~ how to enter 11\e Ulttmole Vocot!on SWeepstakes, Coli our special tOll·
~ee telephone number. 900·223·1177 (NewVoiiCSfate resident. eon tOII·free.
BOO·M2·3550) to ob!oln the lh<ee sweepstakes quoii!Y!ng questtons. Answers
to 11\e ~uestionl con be loond on .lo56 Cuervo•Tequlla boltle labels.
Print voor or\ONers In tne opprop<lalo <pace< below

~-componsottoo. . .
.
4 _,,_,toottU.S.IISidon1sWII6..,otllgili""""I1QOgoiJnd!lthe"""alhotr
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·
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JoseCUeowWtn,...., P.O llox 319. N!wYOOI\ -Va<'< 1004S.
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Page II. New

The Student Health Center
has Dr. Gherardi,

u Consultant Dentist, avnilable tor emergency treatment and
consultation on dental problems. Call 277-3136 for !lppointrncnts and information.

Abol'tion & l'l'egnancy Testing Clinic's

Well Woman Clinic
Snwars. VD Screening. Rcfcrrah

Call For Appointment:
265-9511

Student Veterans
Association
Located in the Basement
of the S.U.B. - Rm. 24

Steenrod 'pumped up' for
wei'ghtli'fting championshiP

Course open to athletes. only

Steve King

Dan O'Shea

Steenrod has returned to Albuquerque this past week with a
world's record in the bench press to
go with her world mark in the deadlift. In I;Jsl weekend's Atlanta Open
Powerlifting meet, Steenrod not
only won the 114 lb. weight class,
but was voted the outstanding lifter
of the meet.
She bench pressed 183 pounds
with a body weight of only 113
pounds. She only trained three days
for the event. •'1 was coming off the
Miss Physique Southwest competition in July," explained the talented
Physical Education major.

First Meeting Tonight 7:30pm
in the Child Care Co-op
1919 Las Lomas NE
Speakers will be:
Judy Pratt
Judge C. Barnhart
John Garcia of the
Vietnam Veterans Leadership Program

"J had been chasing that bench
press record for three years, so I'm
happy that I finally got it,'' she said.
In the Miss Physique contest, Steenrod took the overall championship,
winning all three categories (upper
body, lower body and poses).
"Most womcnaren'tstrong in the
legs, but I do a Jot of squats to build
mine up,'' she said. ''Not very
many women cross over (between
powcrlifting and body building), because they are so different to train
for.''

Steenrod has held the world record for dead lifts since January. She
is looking forward to next year's
n<ltionuls even more, "I'm starting
to get excited about them," she
says. I have some goals for the meet:
to squat 350, Bench press 200 and to
dead lift 400."
The record for squats is 330
pounds, but Steenrod is hoping to

UNM pitcher quits softball
UNM softball player Michelle
Mills notified Coach Susan Craig
Wednesday that she has quit the
team.

Membership open to vets and non-vets.
Part-time jobs available.
Community service projects performed.

from Bausch & Lomb

Sports

Weightlifters don't get much publicity around the country, especially
not at UNM, but there is onr. person
who might change that, and her
name is Vicki Steenrod.

Annual E.xams, Family Planning, P<lp

%:"~:

Sports

"Blues Brothers Glasses"
at

CASEY OPTICAL CO.
265-8846
4306 Lomas NE
Lomas Blvd. at Washington

Close to UNM

Mills. in a letter to Craig, did not
specifically state why she quit, other
than to say that it was for personal
reasons.
Mills was expected to bolster the
Lobo pitching staff this year. It
would have been the senior's second
full season.
Craig said, "It always hurts to
lose a pitcher, but we will have to
work with Erin Putnam in a relief
capacity. I think it will work out
alright for us." Putnam came to
UNM as a pitcher, but was converted to third base after a wrist injury and because she is a good hitter.

add that record to her others. She
also feels that all of her goals are
obtainable. "I can reach my goals
with some good training in these
next few rnonths," she adds."
Steenrod may compete in a
tournament in December to tune up
for the nationals, which will be held
Jan. 29 in Chicago. With her attitude
and a little training, she will reach
her goals and bring back the records
and a national championship.
"If I win, l get to go to Austrailia
in May for the World championships, but J nave to win first. ••

101-400
continued from page 11

"I had every intention to include
females in the class next semester
because of the !imitcq enrollment."
Brennan said. The course has featured a number of guest speakers
including Chuck Roberts, associative dean of students; Dr. Lothar
Winter, professor of management in
the Anderson School of Management and Susan Deese, director of
the skills center in Zimmerman Library.
However, Director of Women's
Athletics Linda Estes had a different
view. "I don't believe in courses for
only athletes, period," Estes said.
"I told coaches in the department
that no female athlete should enroll
in a class like that."
At its next meeting on Nov. 17.
the Athletic Council will explore all
these courses as to their future status, Rosenblum said.

~ l!utt·Putt GolfS Galllelle ~

will be held November 10, 1982
10 Full Term positions and
2 Half Term positions are availa-ble

I----~---------------------1
UNM Student Special!
I
I
Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
I Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens I
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE! I
1
limit one coupon per person rer day.
!

1

Expires 11·3·82

1

------------~---------~-~-·
9801
Lomas NE 296·4242 5100 San Mateo NE 881·9866

Petitions are available October 27, 1982
in Suite 242 of the Student Union Building

Hoop It Up

Petitions due at 5:00pm Monday November 1, 1982

SALE

Absentee ballots available November 3-9, 1982
in Suite 242 of the Student Union Building
Any referendums wanted on the ballot
are due on Nov.1, 19.82.

October 29th thru 31st

him about the idc.a for the course, but offered through the Speech Com- is taught through the Department of
"The conceptualization of the
too late to go through the formal munications department in the fu- Secondary and Adult Teacher course is on the student-uthlete beA self conceptualization course procedure for approving a course.
ture.
cause they have different adjustment
Education.
being taught this semester for
Continuing Education submitted
The council is now collecting data
Addressing his course, Brennan problems," said Brennan.
athletes only, has upset the UNM a request for course approval from on several other courses that seem to said, ''There is a possibility of hav"At every team meeting J told the
Athletic Council, prompting it to in- Frandsen, He approved it on the be ''for the benefit of student- ing the course offered through the athletes about the course. The big
vestigate two other classes.
conditions that it be evaluated at athletes," said Rosenblum. One honors program next semester,'' problem was with the cut-off numSpeech Communications 101- semester's end and it would not ful- course, with three sections, is taught Brennan's long range plan is to have ber," Brennan said. The class was
400, which was not listed in the fall fill a requirement for the speech under a General Studies number and the class go through the proper proc- limited to 25 students. Brennan
catalog and course additions list, up- communications major,
is entitled "Career Exploration and edures for the fall semester.
meets with every varsity team before
set the council because only athletes
"I'm a firm believer in that the Planning." They are being taught by
Brennan became interested in the the semester begins. No women arc
may enroll for it and it's taught by an proof is in the pudding," Fnmdsen staff members of the Career Plan- course after reading an article about enrolled in the course, but Brennan
said, meaning the course should not ning and Placement Office.
a similar program at Gainesville, said he told the women's basketball
athletic department staff member.
"College Reading and Study Fla., called "Personal Growth and team about it.
Sidney Rosenblum, chairman of be pre-judged. The department
the Athletic Council and professor faculty, during a Sept. 17 meeting, Skills" is another class that Rosenb· Development of the Student
continued on page 1Q
of psychology, said, "This is the decided the course should not be Ium said is primarily for athletes and Athlete."
kind of situation that potentially
leads to problems, like we had two
years ago, if not properly monitored."
'' However, the .class, was started
with the approval of Kenneth Frandsen, chairman of the Speech Com~-'-=-- "=-c=:= -- =
munications department, as an ex,;
periment. Frandsen is monitoring
"
the progress of the class, which has a
course content that includes selfli
disclosure, inter-personal communication, academic planning and
'•I.I
problem solving.
it'I
The class bothered members of
II
I'
the Athletic Council because it was
I
specificaly designed for athletes.
II
Some council members have argued
that the class docs not "avoid the
..' ,
appearance as well as the fact of
impropriety"- a violation of section 2(e) of the Athletic Objectives
of the Intercollegiate Athletics Poli!i
cies and Procedures Manual.
II
f·
Tom Brennan, assistant athletic
iI'
1:
director and academic coordinator,
H
teaches the course. Brennan reIf
ceived an "adjunct appointment1J
II
not full time" in the Speech Com•I
III,
munications department, Frandsen
In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
said.
''I feel it was a gross oversight on
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
lr
Brennan's part not to have consulted
of
the
ladder.
millions
of
dollars.
\I
with the council,'' said Rosenblum.
il
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal"I regret not telling the athletic
lenge and a lot more
council," Brennan said. The coun22 you can be a leader.
cil does not meet during the sumresponsibility than
After just 16 weeks
j
mer. "I am surprised that none of the
most corporations give
of leadership training,
members have taken the time to see
you at 22. The rewards
you're an officer. You'll
what was done with the course. The
purpose of the class was to he! p
are bigger, too. There's
have the kind of job
athletes look at their self-concept."
a
comprehensive
package
of benefits,
your
education
and
training
prepared
Brennan added highly-recruited
duty
pay.
The starting
including
special
for,
and
the
decision-making
au·
you
athletes would be helped by the
class.
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is $16,400-more than most com·
The course was added to the Fall
panies would pay you right out of college.
As a college graduate and officer
Schedule of Additions on August 19
candidate, your Navy training is geared
After four years, with regular promoand was restricted - requiring perto making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
mission of the instructor. Classes
began Aug.23.
have increased to as much aa $29,800.
camp. Instead, you receive professional
Valerie Vigil, a scheduling clerk
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
training to help you build the technical
in the registration center, said she
new
challenges,
new tests of your skills,
and
management
skills
you'll
need
as
a
''probably cut it off the course additions list" because it had a call numand new opportunities
Navy officer.
;AvTo~okTu~T-;---- ~-;;;
ber in the 7000s.
This
training
is
to advance your edu·
INFORMATION CENTER
"All 7000 (call number) courses
P.O.
Box
5000,
Clifton,
NJ
07015
cation,
including the
designed to instill
go through continuing education,''
D
I'm
ready
to
take
charge.
'Thll
me
more
about
said Vigil.
possibility of attending
confidence by first·
the Navy's officer programs.
(00)
Frandsen said 'the course was
graduate school while
hand experience. You f N•m
offered through the Continuing
First
(Please Prlrltl
Lut
you're in the Navy.
learn by doing. On
Education department because there
Address
Apt. H·--Don;t just take a
your
first
sea
tour,
was not enough time to go through
City
State
Z!
f
the regular procedure. Associate
job.
Become
a Navy
you're responsible for
Ag
+Colfcge/Univcrsity
Provost of Academic Affairs Joel
officer, and take charge.
managing the work of
;Yendo Collog
•GP·"----Jones said Brennan had talked with

w---·--- -- -

n

Take Charge At zz.

,

II

r

1
I
I
II ·

I
I

I
1
I

up to 30 men and the

J..a.Mojot/Minot'r-~--------,~-

I
I
I

Even at 22.

I Phone Number
I ~~~~~fie ~;~~:~:~b!f~~tod~t:~~ldn.~ ~lec~Y:d~· o~~il~~'Po~~ I
J
L
{Area Code!

Bellt T1me to Call

Thi11ls for ftel'letal rot::ruitment lnrdrmatlofi. You dot'iathaveto tu,..

HARRY'S
PLACE

Polling Places will be:
Student Union Building
Bus Stop (Across from Campus Police)
Nursing/Pharmacy Building
La Posada Dining Hall
Marron Hall
Mitchell Hall
Farris Engineering Center
Anderson School of Management
Johnson Gym

Blazer

reg. 43.95

Now $36.95

Bruin

reg. 39.95

Now $32.95

"Specialists in Athletic Footwear"
926 Coronado

Center

Lower Level
883·9280

No Blems
or
Seconds

Lobo, October 28, 1982.

Not everyone can take Speech Communications 101-400

Another Great Offer From

ASUNM Senate
Election

M~xico D~1ily

Bacon
Cheese
Dog
&

Soft
Drink
$1.99
offer good thru Sunday

----------Navy Officers
ti()ns tor which you qualify.

Get Responsibility Fast.
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Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Says It All
Deadline
1 p.m. Daily
Marron Hall 131

1. Personals
•1.~.• 11.

u;r•s

M..:t•:T for a mo>1c and? 1'len1e leave
10129
c'IIJo:I;~J.:A STI!EET I'll II present• dollar murguritn
111~111 IVJ(lfg!lti!UI Ut. jUit $J.
10/28
.l'Ni\1-- IIOOKSTOJ!Jo: SAJ.E · sec our supply
dcprutnu•tll for ;pecially reduLcd uttndte's and supply
hM)hllnl.
ll/4
('AHMJo:LA "Al.l. Will~~ •houl<l .. ," p. 40 R.
llrautlgnm "Rummell>rive1 On ... " It'~ in the mnll.
1l;1ppy lluthuav. W .G.<;,
J0/29
~iJ.:I:iNil,\71;1.1. lit; hack no Sunday nnd when I get
ha<k I hupe we .:an get In konw each 1>thcr belter.
luh).
10128
(·oN{iitA'IS. Tl'HY ANil Jennifer. See you at the
llmlul I air.
10128
-J'O lilY IIAll N'l En House slnn1: Muchn1 Grucinl
l1•r all ynur time!' Yu dune ORR·Rl'Al! Sec yu'll
I rid:l) (!lnkuna). L nve!! llmnnn.
10128
f.tAIUON, IIAVJo: nm be11 birthdny ever! Don't
hiTfCI thut I'll nlway~ oc riliding the lolt urk. I'm just
thm .:rat) nh<>ut you. IJ.I·.
10128
\~1rili't.\im 10 fctnalc ~mdcnt lodging in our
hnme ftH hahvsilling our bnhy r~ur nights weekly.
MR1·4'J2~.
10128
WEL<'OMI,; TO 'I liE 20s, Sandra! Hope you have 11
happy birthday! J <>vc ya! J.
10128
SI'EEU llf:I\I>IN<; ('OIIJISF: by S<onlcy II. Kapln11.
Overloadetl with work this setnes(er? SiK week
program stnrts first week of spnugscmcster- lmr•rove
r<•ur reading speed and retention for better grades.
Free dcmonslrntion Jesson. Call us, there is a dif.
fcren"~· 265·2524.
J0/29
TIU: MIXEU flAG! The store for yonr mun·
'hies - nuts, candies, dried fruits, dchyd, soups,
tens nnd more. Check us out at I 21 Yale SE.
10129
$200 RI~WARII f'OR positive idemification of
vehicle involved in hil·and·run of white Jaguar XKE
C'on1·crtable parked on C:olumbiu near Vickers
(Monday 10:30 a.m. to noon). Call 268·2896
evenings.
II 12
f'REEIINCRF:ASF; YOUR reading speed on the spot
at a free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynnmics
lntrodu,tory lesson! We'll also show you how it's
possible 10 read and study 3 to 10 times faster! Get
better grades, hnv~ more free time. Find out how •••
Sec our large ad elsewhere In this paper.
10/29
ON l'IIJ.o: MAI.l,,live Halloween body parts. Sl and
up.
I0/29
PASSPORT, IOENTJf'ICATION PHOTOS. Fll$1.
111expensi1c, pleasing. Lowest prices in town! Two for
SS, four for $1. Ncar UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S. E., Corner Sih·er, or call26S·J323,
tfn
A<:CUIIATE ISf'ORllfATION ABOUT eon•
trnccption, sterill7ntion, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PRf:GNASCY TI::STING & counseling. Phone 247·
phone II ami rnc11agr. Sandra 87~·0329.

H~

~

Wf: COT JJJSTIUBllTORS. Prescription eyeglass
rrnmes. Gtecnwith Village (lennon Styles), gold
rimless. SS4.SO (regular S6S.OO). J'ay Lm Opticians,
~019 Mcnaul N.F., across from Lallelles.
tfn
AIJOI'TION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy.
266·5837.
lli22
CO"'TA('TS·I'OI.ISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Opticttl Company on L.omujust west of Washington.
lfn

Mi\TEIINITY ('J,OTJIING- QUALITY used ut
rensonuble prices. We ulso carry new nursing bras:
ma1ernity cotton panties, support hose, nml
ltnckings. Abrncudnbrn Mmcrnity Shop, 171 I San
Pe<lroNE (at Constitution), 25S·311 J.
ll/2
('llf:AP CIIINt:st; JIUFFET all you can cat. lunch
$3.45. Jno Juos China Inn, 5000 Centrul SE, 2559311.
11110
GUIIUJEFF·OliSPENSKY Sl'UUY group.
Ac.:epting students, 281·2401.
11/12
lJIANSI.A TING;
INTE RP RJ.o:TJ NG;
MlJJ:fiJ.INC:UAJ, services. Legal, medlcui,
technical, personal. 255·3345.
ll/4
IIAJ.J.OWEt:N FACE PAINTING at the Bookcase
5th nnnuul Hnllowecn face Painting Party, Sat., Oct.
30, 3·9 p.m. Still only 99 cents (more for custom
jobs). The Bookcase, 109 MesaSE. 247·3102, I block
cast of University Ave and just south of Central. Aim
1clling Unlloween body parts $1 and up.
10129
liNM IIOOKSTOIIf: SAl£ now in progress.
Restocked daily!.
11 I J I

2. Lost & Found
tOST: T,l, lll!SINESS Analyst U calculator nenr
A~M. possibly in room 101, on Oct. 2L Cnll344872J. Reward.
10129
l'OlTNil: IIJENTIHCATION CARUS for Michael
McConnell, Mary Field, Robert Johnston, Alejandro
Avetiklun, C.'hnrles !Jenson, Michael Ogns, Bert
('hnllcnor and Paul <'hn•·ez. Claim in 131 Marron
Hall.
Jl/2
FOllNil: BLUF; IO·speed near Lead and Buena Vista
SP.; 247·1423 after 5 p.m.
10/29
I.OST KITI'EN WIIITE, beige cars and tail. Red
collar with name tag "Lazarus," Call 243-6316
reward.
10/28
CLAIM YOUR I.OST possessions at Campus Police
tfn
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.

3. Services
PIANO: llEGREEU, EXPERIENCEU, patient. 266·
6212.
11/10
VICTORIA'S WORU SMtmY: Word processing
and typing. fall, accurate, reliable, Quality products
at rea5onablc rates, Call Vickie anytime, 821-48 I2.
10/29
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. MEJ)JCAL ter·
ntinology. Correcting Selectric. After 6 p.m. 821·
4378.
11/5
n'PERIGII'f- PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
service. 26S·.S203.
l0/29
OVERWEIGHT? NEEU 85 overweight people for an
all natural weight control pr<Jgram. Call 265-1478 or
255-9866.
10/29
TYPIST, ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
Ill!
IIORSEBACK RJJ)ING LF.SSONS! Learn how to
ride or better yourself. E~perienccd horseperson gives
lessons In Western, English, Jumping, Driving.
Jeanette299-92S3.
Jill

5. ForSale

4. Housing
IIOUSf:MATE WANTEU, NONSMOKt;R, Three
bedroom whh study, SE Heights, SlSO/month plus 'fJ
utilities. Serious student preferred. 265-9976 or 268·
7002 evenings,
1113
M/f TO SIIARE 3 bdrm, I~ bath house. Non·
smoker. Dog negotiable. $19() plus V, bills. 883·7235.
IllS
t'El\IAU; ROOMMAU: WANTEIJ. Nonsmoker.
Two bdrm house inN. Valley, large fenced yard. Carl
884· I900 days, 345·5253 evenings,
10/29
A lll.OCK TO UNM. Two bedroom apartment.
Dishwa5her, disposal and cable TV. S320 Includes
utilities. 208 Columbia SE. 2S5·268S.
10/29
fOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evening~
88 I ·3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: J.o:H"ICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, 5125 security deposit. Fully
furnished·security loc~s and laundry facilities. No
children or pels. Please call before 6:00 ln the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
ROOMMATE WANTEIJ: FF.MALE, $150 a month
plus V. utilities. 214 Yale SE,
10/28
SHARE NE HEIGIITS home with one male. S12S
plus V. utilities. Non·smoker preferred. 881·9784.
ll/2
TilE CITAUEL·SUPERB location near UNM .and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. AU utilities paid. Delu~e
ki<chen with dishwasher and dispasal, recreation

flOret!
~10
J uttar
--...:--=-} . . ~nkr

( OURT COST ADDITIONAl
NO CfiARGi: Oli OBliC.ATION

!I ~!
·11

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I
& A Large Soft Drink
$1.65
I
""" CIOUpOfllediJ
127
I
,.. Harvard SE
'-2 ..... I. Of centnll
.
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c;overed
WV'agon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

HALLOWEEN?

.£

AU you can eat
2 Eggs and coffee

only $1.39
ARMY·NAVV GOODS
504 YALE SE

265·77_77

8. Miscellaneous
GREAT FOR HALLOWEEN! Hospital greens, All
sizes, $6/each or $)0/set. Call 821·5436 and leave
name and number.
10/29
BALLOON BOUQUETS I HAVE our "BMOC" (Big
Monkey On Campus) give your favorite person a
"Big Lift," Balloon Bouquets for all oc·
casions- llirthdays, Anniversaries, Get Well, New
Baby, or "Just Jlecause I Love You." 298-541 I.J0/29
KAUFMAN'S FOR HALLOWEEN -Gas masks.
MASH uniforms, Army uniforms, sailor suits.
Kaufman's: a Real Army-Nqvy Store. 504 Yale SE.
265·7777.
10/29

9. Las Noticias
CLUB? MEETING? ORGAN17.A1'JON Advertise in
las Noticia5.
tfr.
SPURS MEETING 7:30 tonight. Check phone tree
for location. Aloha.
10128
GAY ANIJ u;sBIAN Stud~nt Union will sponsor a
self·defensc seminar November 3. 7:30 p.m., SUB
Ballroom. Demonstrations by a UNM karate In·
structor.
I J/3

NOW OPEN
thrifty

"Nice as New"
Shoes
&
More
Shoes $5.00
Purses $3.00
4515 Central NE
Juet We•t of Jefferson on Central

.

•<·f"'!
~==-~f-1

PANCAKES
PLUS
8:00AM til 11:00 AM
offer good today & Friday

PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
plea5e. Saveway liquor Stores at S704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
11/2

CIIARTEU QUSES ANYWI:IERE, NM or USA.
Discount Program. Gray Line243-5SOJ.
1112
ADVERTISE YOU~ TRIP, Adventure, or Ride
Needs in the DailY Lobo,
tfn

.... ~ !ll

0~

HARRY'S PLACE

r------~------,

6. Employment

7. Travel

f:z="E!!;

$2.00
Casey Optical Co.
(3 doon WIST of llexall Drug)
LOMAS AT WASHINGTON 265-8U6

BICYCLE SALE. CENTURION Click 10-spee<l now
$149.95 including kickstand and thorn tubes. Save
over $30. Harvard Bike House. 255·8808.
10/29
RCA TV FOR $60, Flw months old. Call Todd, 881·
4612.
10/29
SALE: MARC'S GUITAR Center, Free tuner
($99.50 value) with all Ibanez guitars. ts•:a off all
Ovationgu]tars. 143 HarvnrdSEII/I;!
1981 MOP};IJ AND helmet. E~cellent condition.
$150. 255·9311.
10/29
JIP34C CALCULATOR, 294.397%,
J0/29
f;,R.C. RECEJVt;R, 60 watts, Harman Kardon
spea kers, P'1oneer turnta bl e, S27S 265 4997
Jll 2
ROLANU SJI.JOOO SYNTIJFSIZER, $500. Mike
268·0575.
)1/2
ATI'ACIJE, PORTFOLIOS SALE 40'1o to 60~'o off
retail price on select "Stel.>co" items begin ling tonight
1·9 p.m. UNM Bookstore.
10/28
l97J COLT, TWO doors, four Speeds, runs good.
$925. 266-2264.
I 115

OVERSEAS
JOBS -SUMMER/year
round,
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All Field1. $500$1200 monthly, Sightseeing. Free Info. Write IJC Box
52-NMI, Corona Pel Mar, CA 92625,
10/29
NIGHT WORK AVAILAQLf;. Start now, All shifts.
262-1751, Guaranteed Jobs. Small one-time fee,J0/29
BUSINESS ORJE;NTED PERSONS earn $10-$15
hour in your spe,re lime with top nutritional company. Will train in fundamentals of business and hoW
to star! yourself. Call 265·1478 or 255-9866.
J0/29
BILL RICHARIJSON NEEIJS students for a week's
crash project. Minimum wage, cash. leave message
at 266-2026.
I 0/29

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

OLDTOWN
UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
fOil INITIAl (ONSUlfATIOr.
W<-stern 8dn~ Bldg./242·2601

CONTACT LENS
SAlT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTTLES

OLIJ ENGJ.ISII "CHRISTMAS" calligraphy. room, ~wlmmiog pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
Private lessons, my home. Nov. I - Dec. I J. couples, ro pets. 1520 UniversitY NE, 243-2494. lfn
Limited enrollment. $40. Evenings/weekends. 255· ALL BILI.S PAll), $ISS Jlqt. Student discounts, 262·
7192.
IJ/1 1751. G:s. $49 fee.
10/29
REASONAIILE/PROFESSJONAL TYPING. ROOM TO ROOM $75. Pets ok, 262·17SI
EKtenslvc expertise Include business overflow typing, Guaranteed Rentals. $49 fee.
!O/Z9
manuscripts, term papers. IBM Selectric IIJ, 299-6256
or 299·2676.
JJ I I $150 2-BEIJIIOOM, complete kit~hen. 262·17SJ,
Guaranteed Rentals. $49 fee.
10129
TYPING, BEAUTIFUL 111M. Free editing,
JUST
$145
STUIJENT
special.
262·1751.
Guaranteed
Guarantee A plus. $J page doublespace including
10/29
bibliography, footnotes, graphs, charts. Perfect Rentals. $40 fee with this ad.
format. Edna Allcott Js as close ns your mailbox, 950 WALK TO UNM. $205 w/Cireplace. 262·1751,
Guaranteed Rentals. $49 fee,
I 0129
Cordova Road, Santa Fe. 1·982-6633. Hours 8-3,
Ill I STUUENT NEEDS ~PT.I\JATE, Furnished, own
PltOFESSIONAI, TYPING BY English MA/editor, room, near campus. $107/mo plus V. utilities. Clean,
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing quiet independent-type. Non-smoker preferred. 26610129
available. 256-0916
11/3 2233, eves best, Don'tglve up).
24 HOUR TYPING, Jean 881·0628.
11122 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. $118/mo., 'II
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and utilities. Cull 843-6025 Tues/Thurs, weekends. Close
1112
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E. lo UNM,
265·331 5.
tfn CANAIJIAN STUDENT NEEUS roommate with
QUAI.ITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area, 85 house or apt. 247-4S3J Peter or 247-0653 evenings for
10/28
cents/page. 299·13~5.
12/13 Paul,
TWO BEUIIOOM UNFURNISHEil house,
TYPIST·TF.IIM PAPERS $.75- Resumes, 299-8970,
10/29 12th/Caodeleria area; large fenced yard, garage,
$350/mo. plus utilities. 344-4135 evenings. Keep
TYPING NEAU UNM. Cuii247-3SJ9,
10/29 trying.
10/29
QA TYPING SERVJCt:: a complete typing nod PRIVATE YARU/PATIO in 12th/Candelerin area:
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical, one bedroom unfurnished apartment; $200/mo. plus
scholastic, charts an.d tables, 345·2125,
12113 utilities; 344-4135 evenings, Keep trying.
10/29
ACCUI!A'H:, I'ROFESSIONAL TYPING and other HOUSE t'OR SAI,E. $69,900, assume mortgage •
~ecretarial services. Call THE OTHER OFFICE: 884·
Walk to UNM. Three bedroom, I Vz baths. 1,500 sq.
6564.
12113 ft. Open house Sat. and Sun. 1-5 p.m. 604 Wellesley
UOUSF.~ITI'ER - UESJGNER
AND student, NE. 268-6528.
10129
mule, 43, long or short term, $1able, handy, in·
tcrestctl, responsible, referen.,.s. Call anytime 242·
5453 days, 255·6979 evenings.
J 112
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ACROSS
1 Was painful
6 Spaces
10Sadword
14 Itinerary
15 Athena
16 Encamp
17 Christ of the
18 Sugar
source: 2
words
20 Fleur• de-21 Equal
23 Instrument
24 Diva's vehicle
26 Frolicked
28 Ennobles
30 Actor
Robert 31 Path
32 Actor
36 Mouths
37 Discontinue
38 Rah: Sp.
39 Fight finis:
2 words
42 Glazing
pieces
44 Analyze
45 Wraths
46 Subtlety
49 Asian nation

50 Supine
51 Scions
52 Negative
55 Unowned
felines: 2
words
58 Miss
Dinsmore
60Jog
61 Epochs
62 Lurches
63 Fish
64 Befuddled
65 Delays
DOWN
1 USSR hike
2 Rabbit fur
3 Can. Inland
sea: 2 words
4 St. Cyr
season
5 Ice. e.g.
6 Greek letter
7 Wings
8 Verve
9 - soda
10 Garbed
11 Dormouse
12 Anoint
13 Place
19 Call
22 Art: Lat.
25 Luau food

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

26Cut
27 Leaf
28- and
eye
29 Odd: Scot.
30 Bitstock
32 Strained
33 Mediterranean arm~
2words
34 To shelter
35 Cape
37 Mongrels
40 Conduct
41 Meat pie

42Shlps'
officers
43 Tentacle
45 Jollity
46 Closed
hands
41 Overture: Sl.
48 An alcohol
49 Domineering
51 Rung
53 Unctuous
54 Hardy girl
56 Libertine
57 Yore
59 Permit

